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In its early days, 4-H focused on teaching agriculture and home 
making skills to rural school children. Many changes have came abcut 
in the lf-H program since its' beginning as boys' corn clubs and girls' 
canning clubs in the early 1900's (1). 
Through the years 4-H has been defined differently throughout its 
history. In Oklahoma 4-H for Centurv III, Kruse (2) has this defi-
nition: 
4-H is the youth development phase of the Cooperative 
Extension Service. It can be defined as a youth development 
program which utilizes a variety of program IG.ethods and 
areas of interest (known as projects) to reach and teach 
all youth 9 to 19 years of age regardless of race, color, 
national origin, residence or membership in any other 
organization (p. 6). 
Major program thrusts have seen much modification due to wore of 
the population living in towns and cities and less in the rural areas. 
Because of this and the changing environment in both rural and urbaI1 
areas, there has been a redirection of 4-H efforts and the development 
of 4-H projects to include urban, low income, and minority youth. 
Is the general public aware that 4-H is a youth organization for 
all youth irrespective of whether they live in a city, a suburb of a 
city, a town, as well as those living in a rural area? 
According to a i97l~ Gallup ( 3) study, of the P-u.blic 's Awareness 
and Image of Voluntary Youth Agencies, 82 percent of all those 
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interviewed were aware of 4-H. The same Gallup Study found that among 
respondents who were aware of l.1-H, 65 percent reported its efforts cen-
tered around agriculture. T-wenty-one percent reported the teaching of 
homemaking skills such as cooking and sewing. 
In the Midwest there are several rural areas ',.;here there is a 
great deal of interest in the traditional projects of agriculture and 
homemaking, but there are also large population centers that have a 
large amount of 4-H activity. In these metropolitan centers, as well 
as in the rural areas, many youth get involved in nontraditional proj-
ects such as woodworking, rocketry, arts and crafts, bicycle safety and 
personal development along with the tradititional projects. 
Oklahoma is a prime example of the l~-H program in a Midwestern 
state. Only 27.9 percent of 4-Hers live on farms with another 33.6 
percent residing in rural nonfarm areas an.d towns under 10 ,000 popu-
lation. Twenty-six percent of Oklahoma 4-Hers live in cities or suburbs 
of cities of more than 50,000 population (4). 
Of the 77 counties in Oklahoma only four, Tulsa, Comanche, Cleve-
land and Oklahoma, have cities with a population of more than 50,000. 
Oklahoma County has two, Midwest City and Oklahoma City (5). If the 4-H 
program has a rural image that keeps urban youth from considering being 
a 4-H member the effect would be especially harmful to the 4-H program 
in any county which is totally or even partially urbanized. Approxi-
mately one-half of the area of the county being studied is a suburb of 
Oklahoma City a city of 403,213 (5). 
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Background 
In 1911~, the federal Smith-Lever Act created the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service by which practical information could be tal°'en fron the 
land-grant colleges and the Department of Agriculture to the people in 
their local environment ( 6) • 'l'he four arc:Js of Coo:perati ve Extension 
included Agriculture, Home Economics, Rural Development, and lf-H Youth 
Development. 
The national program that became known as 4-H stands for the 
eq_ual training of the head, heart, hands and health of every member. 
The 4-H mission is positive youth development. 4-H attempts to 
instill leadership and citizenship qualities in ooys and girls to 
increase their poise and self-confidence, as well as to teach practical 
skills. This is carried out through organized 4-H clubs headed by 
volunteer adult leaders. Each club functions independently, carrying 
out one or more projects. Cou..~ty 4-H staff, known as 4-H Agents, re-
cruit and train volunteers and coordinate the tota:L County Extension 
youth program and its events based upon local needs. 
According to the 1980 fiscal year annual 4-H Youth EnrolLrrrent 
Report, there were 3277 boys and 3532 girls for a total of 6,809 youth 
enrolled in 248 4-H units in Canadian Courity (4). There were 189 adult 
and teen volunteer 4-H leaders. 
Statement of the Problem 
According to the Gallup ( 3) Study citing 4-H1 s rural image, the 
public does not seem to be aware of changes that have occurred in the 
4-H program during the past years. But, the Gallup study does show 
that the general public thinks highly of 4-H and its delivery system. 
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Informed educators, also, consider 4-H to be one of the finest out-of-
school educational experiences for boys. and girls. '.I'herefore, it 
appears that the 4-H program is suffering from a frozen rural ir~.age 
rather than a generally poor image. 
For 4-H to reach its potentia1, more people must be given an 
opportunity to understand the scope of the program. 4-H apparently 
has a serious communications problem. 'To what degree is the general 
public aware of 4-H? Are they aware that 4-H is a youth organization 
for all youth in all different types of comrmmities and rural areas? 
How did those who are aware of 4-H learn about it? 
There seems to be a liIDited amount of current research data that 
deals with the problem. This information could determine the serious-
ness of the apparent communication problem and help to show the direc-
tion to take to improve it. The current information that is available 
is on a national level, or on the state and county level in an east 
coast state, New Jersey and New Hampshire. Therefore, this study was 
needed to attempt to provide some of the answers to the questions raised 
previously and those listed in the objectives of the study. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived awareness 
of 4-H youth programs by the adult population residing in Canadiar1 
County, Oklahoma. Also, information was obtained concerning how they 
first became aware of the 4-H program and where they currently get 
their information about the 4-H program. 
Objectives of the Study 
In order to accomplish the purpose outlined, the investigation was 
directed toward the following specific objectives: 
1. 'To determine the perceived awareness of the 4-H r)rogram by 
the general public residing in Canadian County, Ol:laho:r.a. 
2. 'I'o identify how the public first heard about 4-H and where 
they receive most of their current information about what 4-H is doing. 
3. To determine the public's awareness of each of the three inajor 
types of group organizational structures used by 4-H in the county. 
4. To determine the overall image (rural-urban) of the 4-H 
program. 
5. To determine the awareness of the location of the 4-H office 
in Canadian County. 
6 •. To identify if respondents or any members of their innnediate 
family are or have been involved in 4-H as a member. 
7. To identify the public's perception of how the 4-H program 
is financed. 
8. To identify and formulate recommendations, based on tbis study, 
for developing future planning for awareness and contact of potential 
audiences for Canadian County 4-H programs. 
Assumptions of the Study 
Concerning this research study, the following basic assumptions 
were made: 
1. 'I'hose individuals selected in the random sample were repre-
sentative of the general adult population of Canadian County. 
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2. The i·esponses made by the participants of this study were 
accurate and sincere. 
3. That people from all socio-economic levels in Canadian County 
have access to the telephone. 
h The survey instru."D.ent used adequately assessed the partici-
pant's perceived awareness of the 4-H program. 
Scope and Limitations 
An attempt was made to provide equal opportunity for all residents 
of Canadian County, Oklahoma, to be included in this research study. 
The target population was defined to be all adults in Canadian C01.u1ty, 
18 years or older in age, having access to a telephone, and having 
their telephone number listed in a published telephone directory in 
Canadian County. 
Since the research sample was drawn from the survey population, 
the writer recognized the following specific limitations in conducting 
the study: 
1. The target population did not include those persons who either 
had no telephone or had an unlisted number. 
2. Those individuals who had recently moved into Canadian County 
or those persons whose telephone service had been interrupted for any 
given amount of time were not involved. 
3. The study was limited by the manner in which respondents inter-
preted and responded to the survey instrument. 
4. The respondents were at times forced to answer to a list of 
statements prepared by the writer which might have imposed a limitation 
on some. 
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This study was also limited by a lack of sufficient related 
research dealing with awareness or perception studies of 4-H. The 
only research found relating to the public's awareness or image of 
4-H was the national Gallup (3) study·conducted in 1974, a state study 
done in New Hampshire (7), a county study done in Cumberland County, 
New Jersey on the image of 4-H (8) and a second national study done 
by Gallup (9) in 1978. 
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CHAP'J'ER II 
REVIEW OF IjrrERATURE 
Introduction 
No single Extension-sponsored organization is more 
widely known or recognized than the 4-H clubs. The tech-
nique of organizing boys and girls into clubs which Exten-
sion progra~s could be conducted was one of the early 
innovations -- and it succeeded admirably. The 4-H clubs 
gave identity to program activity; that enhanced the basic 
competitive nature of the project work; and they estab-
lished a formal vehicle for involvement of adults (6, 
p. 27). 
In 4-H's near 80~year history, very little has been done to deter-
mine the public's awareness of this organization. In fact, only four 
detailed analyses of the public's awareness of the 4-H program could 
be found by the researcher. 
Because of the small amount of literature available on the specific 
subject of the public's awareness of the 4-H program the researcher felt 
a need to include the following areas in the review of the literature: 
1. Public awareness studies of 4-H 
2. 4-H studies related to awareness 
3. Related Cooperative Extension Awareness studies 
Public .Awareness Studies of l~-H 
In 1974, the Extension Service, United States Department of Agri-
culture, was invited by the Gallup organization to participate in a 
survey concerning the larger youth serving organizations in the nation, 
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of which 4-H is one. The purpose of the survey was to determine the 
public's knowledge and attitude concerning various youth organizations, 
as an aid in developing more effective progra..ms for youth (3). 
The findings were based upon personal interviews with a national 
sample of 1,582 adults, 18 years of age and older. The highlights of 
the study revealed the following: 
Seventy-seven percent of all those interviewed were aware 
of 4-H. 
Of the 77 percent aware of 4-H, 91 percent had a very 
favorable or fairly favorable attitude. 
The composite reason of those reporting favorable attitudes 
toward 4-H were that 4-H is good for young people, provides 
constructive attitudes, teaches youth good skills, develops 
character and helps make good citizens. 
Over 3 out of every 4 persons aware of 4-H believe its work 
is very worthwhile or absolutely essential. 
To those reporting awareness of 4-H, 4-H has a basically 
rural image. 
The more people know about 4-H, the more favorable their 
attitude (3, p. i). 
As a part of a comprehensive 4-H program review in New Hampshire 
a committee comprised of three 4-H staff members designed an instrument 
and conducted a study in order to deterwine the public's awareness level 
of the New Hampshire 4-H program by the state's population (7). 
Findings were based on 177 questionnaires distributed on a random 
selection basis at a number of public places. Teenagers to senior 
citizens were included in the survey. 
Ninety-six percent of those surveyed said they had heard of 4-H. 
"The greatest source of information is word of mouth, i.e. telling 
others about the progrmn" (7, p. 33). Thirty-five percent had heard 
from others, whereas 32 percent had participated in the 4-H program or 
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knew others who had. Schools made up the third greatest source of infor-
mation with 11 p'ercent and fairs, as a source, was listed by 8 percent. 
Only 9 percent listed any type of mass media as the source with news-
papers receiving 6 percent of the total. 
A study was developed and ad.ministered by Mozenter (8) to determine 
the awareness and image of the 4-H program among the adult population of 
Cumberland County, New Jersey. In this study a telephone questionnaire 
was administered to 525 residents of the county. Mozenter (8) listed 
the major purpose of the study: 
To determine how many people had heard of the 4-H program, 
their general impression of the youth organization, the 
value placed on the work accomplished by 4-H, and an oppor-
tunity to offer suggestions for improving 4-H's image (p. 24). 
From the study it was found that 82 percent of the residents had 
heard of 4-H but 51 percent of those felt they knew very little about 
what 4-H clubs do. 
Newspapers were the most frequent method noted as the means by 
which the respondent first heard of 4-H, with friends second. The same 
communication vehicles plus radio provided respondents with current 
information about 4-H a~er first hearing of it. 
An overwhelming majority of respondents, average of 87 percent on 
two similar questions, had a positive attitude toward 4-H and the qual-
ity of work done. 
The 4-H program was primarily regarded as a program for rural 
youth only by 44 percent of the respondents. However 51 percent cor-
rectly viewed 4-H as a program for rural, urban, and suburban youth. 
A followup of the 1974 Gallup (3) study was held in 1978 (9). 
The Science and Education Administration - Extension contracted with 
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the Gallup Organization to include 4-H in their second study of youth 
organizations. ·Findings were based on personal interviews of a national 
sample of 1503 adults, 18 years of age and older. 
One area that was not a part of the earlier study was the t;y-pes of 
federal funding the public prefer.red for 4-H programs. 
Among those aware of 4-H, 33·percent preferred long 
term programs and 37 preferred a mixture of both long and 
short programs. Eight percent ... preferred short term 
federal financial progra.1l1.s. Eighteen percent . . . . pre-
ferred none of the above (9, p. 4). 
The responses to the funding question above when asked of those 
not aware of 4-H were almost identical to those who were aware. 
Another added area was that of the areas best for 4-H clubs to 
serve. Seventy-three percent of the total sample preferred 11-H to con-
tinue to serve both urban and rural youth. It was preferred by 10 per-
cent that it serve rural youth only. 
In the two Gallup studies, the New Hampshire study and the Cumber-
land County study there were findings that were similar and some that 
varied from one study to another (3) (9) (7) (8). A comparison of the 
pertinent findings of all four 4-H image studies were made by the 
researcher and are presented in Table I. 
Literature Search Efforts 
The researcher consulted the Educational Resources Information 
Center (ERIC) database, an educational information system operated by 
the federal government's National Institute of Education. ERIC is com-
prised of a nationwide system of educational clearing houses which 
abstracts and indexes literature related to its field. A computer 
search was also made in the AGRICOLA database, a document locator for 
1 ') 
~'-
the Science and Education Administration, Technical Information Systems 
of the United St.ates Department of Agriculture. Both failed to reveal 
studies related directly to the public's awareness of 4-H. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF FOUR 4-H IMAGE STUDIES 
Percent of Sample 
Aware of 4-H 
Percent of Those Reported 
Aware of 4-H that Perceived 
4-H as Being for Rural Youth 
Greatest Source of Information 
about 4-H Reported by Those 
Aware of 4-H 
Percentage reporting it as 
major source 
Second Greatest Source of 
Information about 4-H 
Reported by Those Aware 
of 4-H 
Percentage reporting it as 
major source 
Third Greatest Source of Infor-
mation about 4-H reported by 
Those Aware of 4-H 
Percentage reporting it as 
major source 



































majority of youth first heard about 4-H from friends, followed by school 
teachers. Ninety-five percent of the non-4-H members surveyed were 
aware of 4-H. 
Abbott (13) in the evaluation of urban, inner city 4-H programs in 
Detroit asked past and present 4-H leaders how their coITinunity perceived 
4-H. Eighty percent said "favorable" or better, with the other 20 per-
cent "unsure". 
When 4-H members and parents were asked the purpose of 4-H, over 
60 percent responded with the following: 
To develop understanding by helping people communicate 
better; teaching kids to work together, by teaching kids 
to understand others different from themselves. 
To make the community better by getting people involved. 
To plan programs that will keep kids out of trouble and 
away from the police (13, p. 24). 
An Ohio 4-H urban study revealed learning new skills and develop-
ing competence in project areas to be the greatest value of 4-H work. 
Also, 50 percent of the respondents indicated first hearing about 4-H 
from friends, neighbors or relatives (14). 
Related Cooperative Extension Awareness Studies 
Numerous studies were found that dealt with awareness and percep-
tion studies of the Cooperative Extension Service as a whole. In 
several of these studies Extension advisory and program planning com-
mittees, audiences, legislators, county commissioners, and school board 
members were the respondent groups. These studies recognize 4-H as a 
part of the total Cooperative Extension program but there were not any 
findings specifically directed toward 4-H awareness. 
The University of Wisconsin - Extension conducted a study on the 
"Impact of Extension in Shawano County" (15). Respondents in this 
study included 1,192 adult residents who were interviewed by telephone. 
The study covered the total Cooperative Extension program. Respondents 
who indicated some contact with lt-H were asked detailed questions about 
4-H. Former 4-H members and parents with children in 4-H felt that 
they benefited from 4-H. 
AJ_though 51 percent of the total county survey had 
contact with 4-H, many did not associate the 4-H program 
with Extension. Seventy-eight percent of the parents 
interviewed and 75 percent of former 4-H members said 
they had lHtle or no contact with Extension (15, p. 10). 
This seemed to point to an identity problem. The public did not 
see 4-H as a part of the Extension Service or perhaps did not know what 
the Extension Service offered. 
Cosner (16) in a study of the public's perceptions of Cooperative 
Extension in Oklahoma asked if the respondent or any member of their 
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family had ever been a member of a 4-H club, Extension Homema.~er's club, 
or other Agriculture or related Extension groups. The Extension program 
having the largest involvement indicated was the 4-H program with 47 
percent of the responses. In the same study when respondents were 
asked if they had contact with or had heard of each county Extension 
personnel by name, only 11 percent of those responding indicated "know-
ing" the 4-H agent. Twenty-seven reported knowing the Home Economist, 
24 percent knew the Agriculture Agent and 12 percent reported knowing 
the State Horticulture Specialist. 
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Summary 
This review of literature presented a review of selected literature 
in three areas: Public awareness studies of 4-H, 4-H studies related 
to awareness, and related Cooperative Extension awareness studies. It 
consisted of four separate search efforts used in the location of 
literature: (1) Educational Research Information Center search, (2) 
computer study.in the AGRICOLA database, (3) Catalogue of Extension 
Related Problems, Thesis, and Dissertations, and (4) a personal letter 
search to the 4-H program leader in each of the 50 states. 
The review of literature reported only three studies that dealt 
partly or totally with the public awareness of the 4-H program. Because 
of the small amount of data available on the subject and the lack of 
any similar data on the 4-H program in any midwestern state or county, 
the researcher decided that the study was needed. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived awareness 
of the 4-H youth progra.111 among the adult ( 18 years old arid older) popu-
lation residing in Canadian County, Oklahoma. 
All 4-H progrillrrs in Oklahoma are designed to serve the particular 
needs of the youth residing within that county. The 4-H program thrust 
in a rural, low populated county such as Coal County in southeast Okla-
homa or Cimarron County in the far northwest corner of the state, would 
differ from Canadian County, a county in which the west half is very 
rural and the east half is highly urbanized. The east side is a suburb 
of the highest populated city 'in the state. 
The Population 
The sample for this study was derived from the entire population of 
Canadian County. To accomplish the purpose of this study, it was con-
sidered unfeasible, from the standpoint of time and money, to attempt 
to survey the entire population. Therefore a method for selecting a 
sample size for an infinitely large population (56,452) was obtained 
by using a formula for s&~pling proportions as defined by Cochran (17) 
and others. The formula is given as follows: 
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Where: 
t = 1.96 
p = .5 
Q = 1-P=.5 
d = .05 
n = sa.c!1ple size needed. 
A confidence interval of .95 was chosen. This confidence interval 
would allow generalization back to the adult population in Canadian 
County. Cochran's (16) formula showed a representative sample of 382 




The sampling procedure was a random sampling technique. The random 
selection of the individuals was done by the use of all the different 
telephone exchanges in the county. A complete set of up-to-date tele-
phone books were used to aid in the selection of the individuals who 
comprised the sample. The books were individually logged as to a 
beginning page number and ending page number of the white pages, 
columns per page and estimated average lines per column. This infor-
mation was delivered to a computer programmer who initiated a random 
number selection process which selected a sample according to the above 
mentioned criteria. County population was determined from the Oklahoma 
Preliminary 1980 Census Data published by the Oklahoma Employment 
Security Commission (5). 
Selection and Development of the Instrument 
In the preparation of an instrument to meet the objectives of the 
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study there was a need for the researcher to review and evaluate the 
instrwnents used in related studies. 
In lookirig into various methods of data gathering instruments, the 
questionnaire and interview methods were determined the most appropriste. 
Wallace (18) made the following point regarding questionnaires: 
Although mail questionnaires are often the most practical and 
economical method of obtaining data, some investigators hesi-
tate to employ them because they yield a low percentage of 
returns and relatively incomplete ·responses (p. 40). 
Interviews are normally conducted orally, in-person, by ad1ninister-
ing a structured set of questions to each member of the sample group. 
The interview is generally expensive and time consu1ning, but research 
has sho•m that the interview provides a higher response rate and more 
accurate and honest responses than do questionnaires. 
Because of the expense and time required to conduct personal 
interviews this method was not considered further. The high response 
rate prompted the consideration of using the telephone interview survey 
as a method of gathering data. The past year a group of Graduate Assis-
tants in the Agricultural Education Department of Oklahoma State Univer-
sity used the telephone interview approach with success. It was also 
determined that in several research studies conducted by the Oklahoma 
State Department of Vocational-Technical Education, the use of the 
telephone interview provided response rates of 93 and 95 percent (19). 
It was decided that the telephone survey-interview would provide the 
most accurate and high response rate. 
After determining the telephone-survey-interview as being the 
method that would be used, steps were taken to make the instrument 
applicable for use in assessing the perceived awareness about the 4-H 
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youth progran1 by the people in Canadian County. 
A number of instrUi'Tients used in various related studies were re-
viewed to get a basis for general questions to ask that would be relevant 
to this study. After a set of basic questions were put together feed-
back was received from -.rnrious members on the sta-'c;e OSU Cooperative 
Extension Staff and Oklahoma State University Agricultural Education 
Staff. Revisions were then made and reviewed. The final test consisted 
of actual telephone interviews of 15 randomly selected residents of 
El Reno to assure that the instrument would flow well over the telephone. 
In its final form, the instrtEnent contained two parts consisting 
of 19 items or questions. The first part consisted of 13 questions con-
cerning the respondents awareness and knowledge of 4-H. A single ques-
tion asking if more information would like to be received on the 4-H 
program was asked. If answered yes, name and address was asked for 
and what type of information they desired. The remaining five questions 
were information about the respondent. Most of the questions utilized 
the forced-response format, some with a "don't know" option. This 
format allows quantification of the data therefore allowing better 
analysis of the data. A copy of the interview instrument may be found 
in Appendix C. 
Analysis of Data 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived awareness 
of the 4-H program by the general public residing in Canadian County. 
The telephone surv·=Y was used to gather information from the residents. 
The survey provided the following information: (1) the perceived 
awareness of the 4-H program by the respondents in Canadian County, 
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(2) where the public first heard about 4-H and where they receive most 
of their current information about 4-H, (3) the overall image of the 
4-H program, (4) public awareness of different types of 4-H programs 
offered, (5) public awareness of the location of the 4-H office in the 
coun.ty, and ( 6) public's perception of how the 4-H program is financed. 
Demographic data obtained from the respondents included length of 
residence in Canadian County, age, racial/ethnic group, level of 
education, and sex. These data were used as a guide in making recrnmnen-
dations and determining if a representative sample was gathered of the 
population. 
The da:ta_:were tabulated byJ1a11d,. Presentation of the data are ---·-··· 
given in tabular and descriptive form in Chapter IV. Data were pre-------·- ... --~ . - -
_s.ent_e.d .in bo:!J.h freq_uency counts ~gd f:requency _p~rcentages. Analysis 
and rer:!o;mmendations are presented in Chapter V. 
G"tIAPTER IV · 
PRESENTATION AIID ANALYSIS OF 'THE DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived awareness 
of the 4-H youth program by a random sample of the adult (18 years old 
and older) population residing in Canadian County, Oklahoma. 
Data collected involved the responses of 382 Canadian County resi-
dents surveyed by telephone interview. The population was drawn from 
four different telephone directories which co-v-ered the county. Nuniber 
selection was made by a computer random number selection process. 
Analysis of data will be done in two parts. First, the questions 
which relate to the respondents awareness of 4-H will be discussed .. 
Second, the questions which relate to data about the respondent will 
Data Analysis As it Relates to 4-H Awareness 
Question one asked the respondents if they had ever heard of a 
youth organization called 4-H. A total of 351 (92· percent) responded 
"yes" and 31 (8%) answered "no". Distribution of responses is pre~ 
sented in Table II. 
Those who had not heard of 4-H were then asked questions seven, 
eight and nine to assure they had never heard of 4-H. These three 
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questions asked if they had heard of a n4_H Project Club 11 , a lt-H School 
or Community Club", or a "4-H School Enrichment Program", respectively. 
If one or more of these questions were answered yes the surveyor would 
mark question one as a yes response and continue on with the other 
eighteen questions. In all thirty-one interviews where the respondent 
answered no to ever hearing of 4-H they also always responded no when 
asked if they had heard of a "4-H Project Club", a 1r4_H School or Com-
munity Club" or a "4-H School Enrichment Program". 
TABLE II 
RESPONDENTS' AWARENESS OF A YOUTH 
ORGANIZATION CALLED 4-H 
Awareness Fre51uenc;y Distribution 
of 4-H Number Percentage 
Yes 351 92 
No 31 8 
Total Responses 382 100 
After the interviewer made the above second effort to assure the 
interviewee had not heard of 4-H, questions fifteen through nineteen 
were asked to get information about the interviewee. At that time they 
were thanked for their time and information. Demographic data on all 
respondents will be discussed later. 
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Respondents who were aware of the 4-H organization were asked if 
they knew a "great deal", "something", "very little", or "nothing" about 
4-H. Thirteen percent felt they knew a "great deal"; 38 percent "some-
thing"; 37 percent "very little"; and 12 percent indicated they knew 
"nothing" about 4-H. Distribution of the respondents degree of 4-H 
awareness is given in Table III. 
TABLE III 
DEGREE OF RESPONDENTS' 4-H AWAREHESS 
Degree of Freguenc;y: Distribution 
Awareness Number Percentage 
Great Deal 45 13 
Something 133 38 
Very Little 131 37 
Nothing 42 12 
Total Responses 351 100 
When asked how long they had been aware of 4-H over three-fourths 
had been aware of 4-H for over ten years. Fifty-one percent have had 
an awareness of 4-H for over 20 years. As Table IV shows, the percen-
tage and number of respondents for each breakdown further illustrates 
that less than one percent of those aware of 4-H had learned of it in 
the past year. 
Table V reveals how respondents first heard about 4-H. At school 
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far exceeded all other methods with 79 percent. Friends ran..~ed second 
with 10 percent of the total responses. Six and five percent of the 
respondents reported the Extension Agent and newspaper respectively as 
their first source. 'rhree percent said they first heard about 4-H at 
public events. Only one percent reported television as their first 
source. 
TABLE IV 
LENGTH OF RESPONDENT'S AWARENESS OF 4-H 
Length of Awareness Freg;uenc;y Distribution 
of 4-H Nwnber Percentage 
Less than one year 2 1 
l to 5 years 25 7 
6 to 10 years 47 13 
11 to 15 years 35 10 
16 to 20 years 178 51 
Total Responses 351 100 
Although 54 percent of those interviewed see 4-H as a program for 
both urban and rural youth, 46 percent still view 4-H as an organization 
for farm boys and girls only. None of the respondents perceived 4-H as 
a youth program primarily for city kids as pointed out in Table VI. 
Just over om-half, 52 percent, reported that they receive most of 
their current information about what 4-H is doing through local news-
papers. Fifty-four respondents or 15 percent said they really don't 
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get any information about what 4-H is doing today. Schools and friends 
were noted as being the primary source of current information for 10 
percent and 9 percent, respectively. Eighteen (5 percent) reported the 
Extension office as their major source of current information on 4-H. 
The same percentage (5 percent) indicated television. 
TABLE V 
HOW RESPONDENTS FIRST HEARD ABOUT 4-H 
Freg,uency Distribution 
Method Number Percentage 
Radio 0 0 
Newspaper 18 5 
Schools 276 79 
Friends 36 10 
Television 4 l 
At Public Events 11 3 
Extension Agent 6 2 
Total Responses 351 100 
Table VII shows that only 2 respondents or less than 1 percent get 
their 4-H related information from radio. Public events was reported 
by 11 interviewees (3 percent) as their source. 
Canadian County 4-H has three major types of group organizational 
structures that the 4-H agents recruit and train leaders to work with 
on an annual basis. Each interviewee was asked if they had heard of 
them. Table VIII, Table IX and Table X illustrate the responses of 
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all respondents who were aware of 4-H when asked if they had heard of a 
"4-H Project Club", a "4-H School or Community Club" or a "4-H School 
Enrichment Program", respectively. Fifty-seven reported they had heard 
of a "4-H Project Club" when briefly described and given examples of 
project clubs functioning in the county. 'I'he "4-H School or Comrnuni ty 
Club" organization was the structure that the largest percentage (87 
percent) reported being aware of. ''Four-H School Enrichment Programs" 
had only been heard of by 15 percent of the respondents when it was 
described a..Dd they were given examples of the more popular programs in 
the county. 
TABLE VI 
RESPONDENTS' IMAGE OF 4-H 
l+-H Members Freg,uenc;y: Distribution 
Residence Number Percentage 
Towns and Cities 0 0 
Farm and Rural Areas 160 46 
Both 191 54 
Total Responses 351 100 
If someone wants information about joining an organization such as 
4-H, the county headquarters would be a good place to start. Nearly 
one-half of those aware of.4-H reported they did not know where the 
Canadian County 4-H headquarters was located or were incorrect in their 
response. Respondents' awareness of the location of the county 4-H 
headquarters is given in Table XI. 
TABLE VII 
WHERE RESPONDENTS RECEIVE MOST OF 
THEIR INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT 
4-H IS DOING NOW 
Frequenc;z: Distribution 
Method Number Percentage 
Radio 2 l 
Newspaper 182 52 
Schools 35 10 
Friends 33 9 
Television 16 5 
At Public Events 11 3 
Extension Office 18 5 
Don't 54 15 
Total Responses 351 100 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONDENTS' AWARENESS OF 
A "4-H PROJECT CLUB" 
Freg,uenc;y: Distribution 
Awareness Number Percentage 
Yes 200 57 
No 151 63 
Total Responses 351 100 
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TABLE IX 
RESPONDENTS' AWARENESS OF A n4_H 
SCHOOL OR CO!l,MUNITY CLUB" 
Freg,uencl Distribution 
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Awareness Number Percentage 
Yes 51 15 
No 300 85 
Total Responses 351 100 
When asked about membership in the 4-H program 32 percent reported 
they had been a member themselves and 38 percent indicated that one or 
more of their immediate family members had been involved at one time. 
Tables XII and Table XIII present the distribution of respondent's 
membership and family members membership in 4-H, respectively. 
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TABLE XI 
RESPONDEN'TS' KNOWLEDGE OF THE LOCATION 
OF THE COUNTY 4-H HEADQUARTERS 
Freg,uency Distribution 
Quality of Response II umber Pe".'centa8e 
Correct 186 53 
Incorrect or 
Did not know 165 47 
Total Responses 351 100 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY Th""EIR 
INVOLVEMEN'T IN 4-H AS A MEMBER 
Freg,uenc;[ Distribution 
.Membership in 4-H Number Percentage 
Yes 113 32 
No 238 68 
Total Responses 351 100 
Over 87 percent of those aware of 4-H reported they did not know 
where 4-H gets its funding. A little over 6 percent correctly reported 
that it is mostly a cooperative effort between federal, state and 
county government. Table XIV shows the individual breakdown of all 
respondents, but only about three and one-half percent of the other 
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respondents indicated that government funds were used. One and one-
tenth percent indicated that members were the major source of funds for 
the 4-H program. 
TABLE XIII 
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY THEIR 
FAMILY MEMBERS' MEMBERSHIP IN 4-H 
Family Member a Freg,uencl Distribution 
Member in l.~-H Number Percentage 
Yes 133 38 
No 218 62 
Total Responses 351 100 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY THEIR PERCEPTION 
OF THE MAJOR SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR 4-H 
Frequency Distribution 
Source of Funding Number Percentage 
Private Donors 0 0 
Members 4 l.l 
State Funds 7 2.0 
County Funds 5 l.4 
Federal Funds 7 2.0 
Cooperative Effort of County 
State and Federal 22 6.3 
Don't Know 306 87.2 
Total Responses 351 100.0 
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One question was made a part of the interview which gave the respon-
dent a chance to· request more information about l.~-H. This was done to 
ta.."k.e advantage of the opportunity to publicize 4-H when an interest was 
aroused during the interview. Twelve percent or 42 respondents requested 
to have additional information sent to them. 
General Characteristics of the Respondents 
The telephone survey contained five questions which were designed 
to obtain personal information about the respondents. Each respondent 
whether aware of 4-H or not was asked to give information about length 
of time lived in Canadian County, year they were born (age), race or 
ethnic group, level of schooling and sex. Information on respondents 
was tabulated in two separate groups to do a more complete job in making 
conclusions and recoITL.~endations in Chapter V. 
Table '£./ presents the distribution of respondents aware of 4-H by 
the length of time they have lived in Canadian County. Twelve percent 
of the total respondents have lived in the county less than one year. 
Table '£./I presents the distribution of those not aware of 4-H. Seventy-
one percent of those who have never heard about 4-H had moved to the 
county in the last year compared to 7% of those w:'.lo responded they were 
aware of 4-H. The highest percentage of total respondents, 39 percent, 
reported they had been a resident of the county for over 20 years. This 
was 42 percent of those aware and 10% of those not aware of 4-H. 
The age category with the largest percentage of the total respon-
dents was 35-44 years of age with 24 percent. 'i1he 25-34 years of age 
category was a close second with 22 percent. Eighteen percent of the 
respondents indicated they were over 64 years old. Age breakdowns 18-24, 
45-54, and 55-6l+ years of age provided 11 percent, 12 percent, and 13 
percent respecti.vely of total respondents. Table XVII presents a Slli'll-
mary of the distribution by age for those aware of 4-H. Table XVIII 
presents the data on those not aware of 4-H. 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY LENGTH 
OF RESIDENCY IN CJULADIAN COUNTY 
Frequencl Distribution 
Length of Residency Nlunber Percentage 
Less than one year 46 12 
1-5 years 81 21 
6-10 years 44 12 
11-15 years 20 5 
16-20 years 41 11 
Over 20 years 150 39 
Total Responses 382 100 
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All respondents are included in Table XIX which classifies them into 
their racial/ethnic group. By far the largest percentage of respondents 
identified themselves as White with 93.7 percent or 368 of the respon-
dents. The remaining 6.3 percent of the respondents were made up of 
3.4 percent Black, 2.4 percent American Indian and 0.5 percent Asian 
or Pacific Islander. 
The Oklahoma Employment Security Corrrrnission's (5) March, 1981, 
state preliminary census data provided the following percentages by 
race for Canadian County: White, 92.1 percent; Black, 2.2 percent; 
American Indian, 2.8 percent; Asian and Pacific Islander, 0.5 percent; 
Hispanic, 1.7 percent; and Other 0.7 percent. These actual percentages 
from the census data compare favorably with the racial makeup of the 
respondents of this study. 
TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS NOT AWARE OF 4-H BY 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCY IN CANADIAN COUNTY 
Freg,uenc;y: Distribution 
Length of Residency Nu.Jnber Percentage 
Less than one year 22 71 
1-5 years 1 3 
6-10 years 2 6 
11-15 years 0 0 
16-20 years 3 10 
Over 20 years 3 10 
Total Responses 31 100 
The respondents who indicated they had not heard of 4-H included 
20 Whites (65 percent), 7 Blacks (23 percent), 2 American Indians (6 
percent), and 2 Asian or Pacific Islanders (6 percent). Distribution 
of respondents not aware of 4-H is presented in Table XX. 
The data in Table XXI presents the distribution of total respon-
dents by various educational levels. The data indicates that nine per-
cent of the total respondents attended zero to eight years of school. 
Another 54 percent of the respondents :indicated they had completed nine 
to twelve years of school. The data also indicated that 32 percent had 
completed one to four years of college. Table X:XII presents the dis-
tribution of the respondents not aware of 4-H. 
TABLE XVII 
DISTRIBUTION OF 'rOTAL RESPONDENTS BY AGE 
Freg.uency Distribution 
Age in Years Number Percentage 
18 - 24 42 11 
25 - 34 83 22 
35 - 44 91 24 
45 - 54 46 12 
55 - 64 49 13 
65 and Older 71 18 
Total Responses 382 100 
Of the total respondents, 69 percent were female and 31 percent 
were male. An attempt was made to balance the sex of the respondents 
by calling in the evening on the first attempt with the assumption that 
both male and female heads of households would be home. When a child 
answered, the interviewer asked to speak with a male adult. Table 
XXIII and Table X:XIV show the distribution of the respondents by sex 
for all respondents and respondents not aware of 4-H respectively. 
TABLE XVIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS NOT AWARE 
OF 4-H BY AGE 
Freauencv Distribution 
Age in Years Number Percentage 
18 - 24 0 0 
25 - 34 5 16 
35 - 44 13 42 
45 - 54 4 13 
55 - 64 2 6 
65 and Older 7 23 
Total Responses 31 100 
TABLE XIX 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY 
RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUP 
Freg,uenc;z Distribution 
Racial/Ethnic Group Number Percentage 
White 358 93. 7 
Black 13 3.4 
.American Indian 9 2.4 
Asian or Pacific Islander 2 0.5 
Hispanic 0 0 
Other 0 0 
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS BY HIGHEST 
LEVEL OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED 
Level of Schooling Freg,uency Distribution 
Completed Number Percentage 
8th Grade or Less 34 9 
9th to 12th.Grade 209 54 
1 to 2 Years of Post 
High School Training 86 23 
3 to 4 Years of Post 
High School Training 33 9 
Over 4 Years of Post 
High School· Training 20 5 
Total Responses 382 100 
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TABLE XXII 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS NOT AWARE OF 4-H 
BY HIGHEST LEVEL OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED 
Level of Schooling Freauencv Distribution 
Completed Number Percentage 
8th Grade or Less 5 16 
9th to 12th Grade 14 45 
1 to 2 Years of Post 
High School Training 6 19 
3 to 4 Years of Post 
High School Training 4 13 
Over L~ Years of Post 
High School Training 2 7 
Total Responses 31 100 
TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS 
BY SEX 
Freg,uenc;y: Distribution 
Sex Number Percentage 
Mi;i.le 120 31 
Female 262 69 
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Total Respondents 31 100 
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CHAPTEE V 
SUMM.l\_,_qy, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIOIJS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a suramary of the study 
which was conducted to determine the perceived awareness of the 4-H 
program by the general public residing in Canadian County, Oklahoma. 
Conclusions and recommendations presented were based upon a detailed 
inspection of the analysis of data. 
Summary of the Study 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived awareness 
of 4-H youth programs by a random sampling of the general public resid-
ing in Canadian County. Also, information was obtained concerning how 
they first becmne aware of the 4-H program and where they currently 
get their information about the 4-H program. 
Objectives of the Study 
In order to accomplish the purpose of the study, the following 
objectives were established: 
1. To determine the perceived awareness of the 4-H program by 
the general public residing in Canadian County, Oklahoma. 
2. To identify how the public first heard about 4-H and where 
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they receive most of their current information about what 4-H is doing. 
3. To determine the 1n1blic' s awareness of each of the three major 
group organizational structures used by 4-H in the county. 
4. To determine the overall image (rural-urban) of the Lf-H 
program. 
5. To determine the awareness of the location of the 4-H office in 
Canadian County. 
6. To determine if respondents or any members of their immediate 
family are or have been involved in 4-H as a member. 
7. To identify the public's perception of how the 4-H program is 
financed. 
8. To identify and formulate recommendations, based on this study, 
for developing future planning for awareness and contact of potential 
audiences for Canadian County 4-H programs. 
Design of the Study 
Following a review of literature and research relating to the study, 
procedures were established to satisfy the purpose and objectives of the 
study. 
The sample for this study was derived from the entire population 
of Canadian County. The sampling procedure was a random sampling tech-
nique. The random selection of the individuals was done by the use of 
all the different telephone exchanges in the county. The directory for 
each telephone exchange was logged into a computer program which ran-
domly selected the telephone numbers to be used in contacting respondents. 
Three hundred eighty-two individuals were utilized for this study. 
This figure represented a .95 confidence level of being representative 
of the general population of Canadian County. 
A telephone survey-interview was used to collect information from 
the respondents. A 19-question survey instrument was used for the tele-
phone survey. The instrument consisted of two parts. The first part 
consisted of 13 questions concerning the respondents' awareness and 
knowledge of 4-H. A single question asking if respondent would like to 
receive additional information about 4-H by mail was included. The 
second part consisted of five questions to gain information about the 
respondent. 
The telephone survey was conducted during the spring of 1982, and 
the data collected from the respondents was subsequently hand tabulated. 
Major Findings of the Research 
The major findings of this study were surnmarized in two parts in-
cluded in the presentation and analysis of data: ( l) Data as it relates 
to respondents' awareness and/or involvement in 4-H and (2) data about 
the respondents. 
Awareness/Involvement Questions. A large majority of the respon-
dents had heard about 4-H. This was evidenced by the 92 percent who 
indicated by a "yes" answer. Fifty-one percent reported they knew 
more than "very little" about 4-H. 
Of those aware of 4-H, 51 percent had been aware of 4-H for over 
20 years. Less than one percent had heard of 4-H for the first time 
in less than one year. 
The largest percentage, 79 percent, of respondents aware of 4-H had 
first heard of 4-H from school. Fifty-two percent of the respondents 
identified the newspaper as their current source of information about 
what 4-H is doing. Schools are still looked at as the major source of 
information about 4-H by 10 percent of the respondents. 
The 4-H program is still regarded primarily as a program for farm 
or rural youth by 46 percent of the respondents. Fifty-four percent 
did correctly view Lt-H as a program for rural, urban, and suburbiin 
youth. 
Awareness of the three types of group organizational structures 
used by 4-H varied greatly. Eighty-seven percent o-= the respondents 
had heard of a "4-H School or Community Club" and 57 percent had heard 
of a 11 4-H Project Club", but only 15 percent of the respondents aware 
of 4-H had heard of "4-H School Enrich.ment Programs". 
Thirty-two percent of the respondents reported that they had been 
a member of 4-H. Thirty-eight percent reported one or more members of 
their immediate family were or had been a 4-H member. 
Only fifty-three percent of the respondents correctly identified 
that the county 4-H headquarters was at the fairgrounds in El Reno. 
Eighty-seven percent of the respondents did not have any idea where 4-H 
gets most of its funding. Only 6.3 percent correctly identified it 
as being a cooperative effort of county, state, and federal funds. 
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Characteristics of Respondents. Fifty percent of the total respon-
dents had lived in Canadian County for over fifteen years. Of the 
respondents who had not heard of 4-H, 71 percent had lived in the 
county for less than one year. 
The white race accounted for 93.7 percent of the total respondents, 
Blacks accounted for 3.4 percent of the total respondents and A.Ttlerican 
Indians made up 2.4 percent of the total. Of the interviewees who were 
not aware of 4-H, 65 percent were white, 23 percent ·were Black, 6 per-
cent were American Indian and 6 percent were Asian or Pacific Islanders. 
Of the total residents who participated in this study, 31 percent 
were male and 69 percent were female. Those who indicated they were 
not aware of l+-H were 35 percent males and 65 percent were females. 
Conclusions 
Based on the interpretation and findings of the study, the fol.low-
ing conclusions are made: 
1. Most of the adults residing in Canadian County have heard of 
4-H, but only one-half of them know much about 4-H. 
2. One-half of all Canadian County residents still view 4-H as a 
progra.~ for rural youth only. The remaining ones correctly see 4-H as 
a program for both urban and rural youth. 
3. It was concluded from the data about the length of awareness 
that at least two-thirds of the residents heard about 4-H when they 
were a youth. 
4. Four out of five adults who have heard of 4-H first heard about 
it at school. Friends who were probably members were reported as the 
first source of information for one out of ten respondents. 
5. Over half of the adults in Canadian County receive most of 
their current information about L~-H from their local newspaper. Fifteen 
percent feel they do not receive any current information about what 4-H 
is doing. Schools, friends, and the Extension Office are frequently the 
major source of up-to-date information about 4-H. 
6. The "4-H School or Community Club" is the structure that most 
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all adults a:ce aware of. Fifty-seven percent are aware that "4-H Project 
Clubs" are a method used to educate youth. 
7. The offering of ''4-H School Enric}l..ment Programs" is known by 
only 15 percent of the adults in the county. 
· 8. Only about one-~alf of the adult residents in Canadian County 
would know where to find the County 4-H headquarters. 
9. Nearly one-third of the adults in Canadian County have been a 
4-H member. Just over one-third have one or more immediate family mem-
bers who are or have been a 4-H member. 
10. Practically nine out of ten adults in the county have no idea 
what the major source of funding for 4-H is. Only 6.3 percent are aware 
that it is a cooperative effort of cour1ty, state and federal government 
funds. 
11. Of the residents not aware of 4-H, 7 out of 10 have lived in 
the county less than one year. 
12. Blacks, American Indians, and Asian or Pacific Islanders make 
up a larger percentage of those not aware of 4-H than those who are 
aware of 4-H. 
13. Females are just slightly more aware of 4-H than males. 
14. There is no relationship between 4-H awareness and age or level 
of schooling completed. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the analysis of data and major findings of the 
research, the following recormnendations are provided: 
1. Although a majority of Canadian County adults are aware of 4-H, 
a significant proportion, eight percent, indicated never having heard of 
4-H. A continuous public relations program should be used that will in-
crease the awareness of 4-H in the coW1ty. This progrilln should commW1i-
cate the purposes, the opportunities, the programs offered, and that it 
is for all youth 9-19 years of age in the county, as well as where more 
information is available. It should make use of all mass med:ia methods 
available. 
2. A pamphlet should be put together which briefly describes 4-H, 
what it has to offer, that it is for all youth 9-19 years of age, and 
where more information can be found. It should be made available to all 
new residents in the county through local Chamber of Commerces and 
placed in each Welcome Wagon packet distributed. 
3. Information about what 4-H is currently offering and what 4-Hers 
are doing should be publicized to the public through the use of all mass 
media methods available in the county. 
4. A point should be made to see that information about 4-H be in-
cluded in all school newsletters or newspapers. Information about 4-H 
should also be made available at public events where youth and parents 
of youth are expected to be in attendance. 
5. Each 4-H club whether a school or community club or a project 
club should promote and publicize their club's activities regularly. 
6. School enrichment programs offered by ~-H for use in the schools 
should be publicized to the general public. The public should be made 
aware that some of the innovative things done in their youth's classroom 
are programs offered by 4-H. 
7. Four-H should be publicized as being t~1e youth development phase 
of the Cooperative Extension Service and that fW1ding for the program is 
provided through the cooperative efforts of the county, state and federal 
government. 
8. In order to increase the number of adults serving as volunteer 
4-H leaders, the researcher recommends instituting a leader recruitment 
campaign. As more people become more aware of 11-H and what it has to 
offer, membership will increase and nore volunteer leaders will be 
needed. 
9, To familiarize the adult population with the location of the 
county 1~-H headquarters, it is recommended that the Canadian County OSU 
Extension Center plan open house programs during the year for visitation 
and tours. It should include demonstrations by 4-Hers, progran1s, and an 
explanation of services provided. These programs should serve to in-
crease awareness of 4-H and knowledge of the 4-H mission. 
10. An extra effort should be made to inform minority residents 
about the 4-H programs, what it has to offer, and that it is open to 
all youth 9 to 19 years of age. This might best be done through re-
source people that are respected by the minority residents. 
11. It is recommended that similar 4-H awareness studies be made 
in other counties in Oklahoma. It could be done in a county that is 
largely urbanized and in a county that is largely rural and the results 
be compared. Canadian County is a transitional county, one-half is 
urbanized and one-half is rural. 
12. Finally, it is recommended that this 4-H awareness study be 
repeated in three to five years to determine if exposure to the above 
recommendations change the adult public's awareness of 4-H. 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
l 
f" 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY DIVISION -OJ' AGRICULTURE 
930 North Portlond 
Oklahom• City, OK 73107 
F~brusry 20, 1981 
I am an Oklahoma State Cniversity ~raduate student- in th~ Agriculture 
Education Departfl"'ent pl.1nnint: to conduct e L.-H A;.:areness Study co fulfi:1 
the requirement for my masr~r's thesis. 
At the present tim~ J a~ involved in some fact nnd 11ter~ture gntl•erin~. 
ArP you a~are of ~ny ~tudies or research relatin~ to th~ n~areness of G-H 
(im...1pe, percentation. etc:.)? This could include journal articles, local 
surveys, another thesis, r~ports or doctoral dissertations. 
If you knm.- of any information or research conducted in toe obov• areas, 
~ould appreciate your indicating this on the en~losed sheet and retu~n1ng 
it to me. If there are any materja}s relating to this topic that you have at 
your disposal, please let me kno~ if it vould be possible for me to purchase 
or borrow a copy. 





Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
Oklahor.oa County 
52 
List b~loY any inforn.~tton r•~nrdin~ the pu!ilic a~arcncss arld/or 17afe 
of 4-H (note: include journal articles~ local sur'Veys, 1nform:ll stu::.ies 1 
thesis topics or doctoral dissertations). 
COH.'!ENTS: 
Return to: 
Ke\'in R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North Portland 
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STATES RESPONDING TO LETTER REQUESTING INFORMATION 








* 8. .Michigan 
* 9. Missouri 
*10. Nebraska 
*11. New Hampshil·e 
-!(·12. New Jersey 




17. South Carolina 
18. South Dakota 
19. Tennessee 
20. West Virginia 
21. Wisconsin 
22. Wyoming 
*States responding with material relevant to the 
public's awareness and/ or image of 4-H. 
55 
li5t belov any 1nforr.it1on re~.ar~ini the- public A1JarcnesK and/or !.t:.1ao:i:e 
of 4-ll (note: include journal uticl•5, local surveys, informal atuilles, 
thesla topics or do;tcr~l di&sertati<)ns). 
M.'!E ----------~A~l'~TH._OR~-----------~P~U~lll=TS~H~f.R CR S01.'PCE 
Yout.h Organizations As A. Third Anne Shinkwin !SER, 206 CllOF.an 
Environment - Interim Report Judith Kleinfeld University of 1'laska 
co~~TS: Thj s r~search i!! condt.!Cted wi t.h !'ever al youth groups in the 
Fai.."rbanks area, including 4-H. The first rt!port is data gat.heri.ng, and is not 
completely correct as not all the infor.M.tion was avail.!.bl~, the eecond report 
that will come out in tl-\e spring or s\J'!l'ner "'ill include interviews ._.ith p~ople 
in the progrAm. I am not sure ""hat your time frame is, or if this .,..ould be 
helpful. 
Return to: 
Kevin R~ Hackett 
E~ten~don A?.ent, k-H 
930 ~orth Portland 
Oklaho~a City, OK ;3107 
NA."!E Maureen Holden, Coordinator 4-H and ~ou~h 
~---------------
ADDRESS Cooperative Extension Service 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 
56 
Liat b"loY anv i f of 4-H (note: inci . n onnation re~arding the u thesi1 topic• or do~de j~urn•: article>, localp•blic av~reness and/or t~•~• 
torn.L dissertations). urveys, infonl!al »tudie1, -
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension A8ent, 4-H 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK ]JlO] 
57 
List belou any information regarding the public awarene•• and/or image 
of 4-H (note: include journal articles, local •urveys, informal studies, 
thesis topic• or doctoral dis~ertations). 
NAME 
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, ~-H 
930 ~orth Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Al'Tl'OR PUBll SHER OR !'Ol'RCE 
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COOPER1\TIVE EXTEt-.JSl0~4 SERVICE 
COLLEGE 0~ AGRICULTURE 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA - CHAMPAIGN 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent 1 4-H 
930 North rortland 
Oklahomb City, OK 73107 
Dfi.ar Krvin. 
· February 7.7, 1981 
A Gallup eurvey W8.A conduct<'d in 1974 to df!termine public k.nO'IJledge .and 
attitudes cunc<'rning various youth org11ntzatiorH~ Jncludlng 4-B. 
do not have • complPte copy of that report but attached ie a summary 
of the fJ.ndings. You IMY bt- able to get a complete copy fro= Pete Williams' 
office. 
Thcrf' no dnubl ht1Vt' bt"t"n numf"l"OUfl 11urveyt1 conducted loc11l ly but l doubt 
that those RurvC"ye hllVf" much credibf 11.ty t"SprC'.11'11y ._,hen they 1.1re from e ftmttll 
sacipl~ and lack thf" CDfL'Parison with other youth .ap.encJes .u.nd orgnnl%Ations. 
Nancy Gearhart, 100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet, IL 601133 conducted a public 
relation!" study thff; \.linter .!it 'Winter school widch might R.lso he of help. 
am keenly .1nte·rested in your th£>sis and \Jould greatly appreciate 
receiving a copy of it when you are finished. 
CS!aj 
E.nc~ 
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1·0-01.rwiw EXTEr\SIO!"i SEl\\'ICE •'TATE Of !~DIANA 
I N'R/J[;C ('NIJ'l.R,ITY .,.,{ '"'~ 
j ( 1, S. lH.l'HiTAHi\'T of 
Huch 11, 1981 
Mr. Kevin R. H~ckett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
Oklahoma County 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoo.!! City, OK 73107 
Dear Kevin, 
., AGNICll/.Tl'Hf. n1011 .. ,,i11,,t 
11·.,." IJJ/nHtt'. l11J1""• ':oo~ 
In responee to your letter to Dr. Robert Friet seeking research 
literature asfiistance, this letter covers our suggeAtions. We Youl<l 
suggest you check out each of the follo~ing sources as we do not 
have any research related to your topic in our files. 
1. Resources in Education--ERIC search through the library 
using the key words of 4-H; awareness; iwage; etc.-Library 
2. Dissertation Abstracts International-Library 
3. The Catalogue of Extension--Rel~ted Problem Reports, 111esee 
and Dissertations--contact Dr. V. Milt Boyce. USDA 
4. University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 
5. Journal of f~tension, Richard E. Young, Editor, 323 Ag Phase II, 
Washington State University, Pullman, llaehington 99164, 
(509) 335-8130 
G0<>d luck in your research. lie hope these ideas prove to be 
u•eful. 
~;<7~ FYJ. -/~,:' 
Robert Ritchie """'--
Extension Specialist 
4-H and Youth 





4-H and Youth 
lt 15 the pohcy of the Cooperative b:tens1on Service ol Purdue University that all persons sha!I have eQual opportunity 







Councl•• •nd u s 0.0.t"\metal 
o! AQ<'1C;.11nv,.,. COO!,,..-•W>Q 
All-.d.,.;.a 1 MJ<\.ll.1Dre>Q1'11~_..., .... ,.,,.ia .... 11.0 ... •>l"<><Jt 
oia~r\m•Ml•o" on t-.. ~;• 
l)lr-.i;;Oior.._11~1 
Ol"lgll'l,M•,o<"*"dle-0 
·M1>rch 3, 1981 
Cooparallve Extension Service 
Exlene.Jori 4-rt anct 01her Youth 
Umbe>ltJM Hall 
Manhaltan, Kanua Se.~ 
~l:J.532·5800 
Kevin R. Hackett 
County Extension 4-H Agent 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Dear Mr. Hackett; 
I have referred your letter which was addressed to Glenn Busset to 
Charles Bates on our staff for response to you. 
J. Odle Apel 
Associate State Leader 




lOU~S~ANA COOrfERA TiViE EXTENS!ON SERV~CE 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extensfon A~e:Jt, 4-H 
Oklahoo.a County 
Oklahoma State University 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma, OK 73107 
Dear Mr. Hackett: 
March 5, 1981 
_.,..__ MA,\.L, "''"'"'a"'tll'T'I' rl,ATIOti 
.... ,Oft 11ov••. L.OV•l!4NA l<>f.01 
1 have ref erreQ your request for inf orrnntion to Dr. Edvard 
Cassie, Specialist (Extension Education), 
I 8.m sure he will be glad to help you in this endeavor. 
Sincerely, 
c .Q . fl Q 9-<-~~.u 
C. J. «aquio {) 
State Club Agent 
CJN :bbk 
A frogr~ui11~ A1riculturr for o Pumantnr R~public 
LOUISIANA STAT!: UNIVERSITY .l A..&. M. COLLEGF .• tJ.S. DEPAJUMENT Of AGRICUL TUR[, ANO LOUISIANA PARISHES COOPERATlf'olG 
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Li•t below an• infor~•tlon r•gording th• public nwor•n••• and/or lm•G; 
of 4-H (note: include journal articles, local 1urvey1, 1nfonnal studit•, 
thesit topic• or doctoral dissertations). 
NA.l.fE - "An E\.·aluat'fcm .Qf Select~_l.\SPccts 12L.__1_he ~-H C1JtlL.Progra_m__Q_y_-1LrQ.QJL __ . 
Parents in four Ohio Counties" M.S. Ti1esis 
AUTHOR - John R. Aylsworth - Ohio State Univeroitv - 1966 
Thesis could be borro1,.1ed from the Ohio L:nivcrsity Library. 
CO~:-t!S: This study was conducted in four urban counties in Northeast Ohio 
to find out ~hat urban parent~ thouht about different aspects of 
the 4-ll program. 
Kevin: don't know of any other research for tl1e topics you asked about. 
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North P~rtland 
Oklnhoma City, O~ 73107 
NA.'IE John R. Aylswort_h~~~~~~ 
Program Leader, 4-H - Youth Programs 
ADDRESS 175 S. Anth __ o~ny~---
Mlchigan State University 
East Lansing, MI 48824 
63 
-----·-·-----·------·----·----------·-··---
Missouri Cooperative Extension Service 
University of Missouri & Lincoln University 
--------------· 
'4·H Y0U1H PROGRAM 
Nelson Trickey 
212 Wh1l\~n Ha1! 
Co!umb1a M1o;.~ouri 6$211 
31• 882-2319 
Hr. revin R. Kadett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
Oklahoma County 
930 North Portland 
OklahC<11a City, OK 73107 
Dear Hr. llackett: 
March 2, 1981 
I am responding to your recent Jetter to Dr. Thomas H. Hill concerning 
4-H Awareness Studies. 1 have two suggestions for you: (1) Write to 
[}r. Hope S. Daugherty, rrogram Leader, 4-H Adrninistrative Staff Group, 
SE.l./Extension, U. S. Department of Agriculture, l'iashington, D. C. 20250. 
Ask her to send you a copy of the Ga!h .. 'P Poll Study (I believe the year 
was 1978 or 1979). This p·articular poll is quite revealing about the 
awareness of 4-H by people in the United States. (2) hnen you write to 
Dr .. Daugherty, ask her if she can provide you a copJ' of a 9-page listing 
of holdings in the SEA/Extension Repository. In June 1980, a person by 
the name of Darcie B)'Tll (PDC&E) prepared a 9-page index of 94 different 
4-H studies >•hich are currently held in the SEA/Extension Repository. If 
you could get a copy of these holdings, you could review it and select 
those which you would like to review furtkr. 
Another source of help mi/;ht be the editor of the Extension Journal, 
Hr. Richard E. Yotmg, 323 Ag Phase II, Washington State University, 
Pullman, Washington 99164. 
Hope these leads will be of help to you. Good luck on your thesis. 
NT:mk 
64 
COOPEJ:lATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
J111t•l11lfl al Av<•c.ulfu•r 
11nd N.r ... •I R•o11•a-1 
March 3, 1981 
UNIVERSITY OF .NEBRASKA-LINCOLN 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 Portlond 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
My dear Mr. Hackett; 
LINCOLN. NE G8583 
4-H - YOU'TH OiVELOPMENT 
1 t .t Ag. H•!I. E •• C,mpvs 
We re~eived your Jetter regarding information on ''4-H awareness studi~s''. You 
certainly are undertaking a most worthy ~rea for investigation. 
I am enclosing materials ~hich I feel may be helpful to you as I am sure they 
are· not li5ted in current bibliographies available through normal research 
channels. 1 hope they will be of assistance and of interest to you. We have 
completed a rather comprehensive study of our missions statement in Nebraska 
which to some extent is an n~areneas type investigation. I am enclosing an 
abstract of that study. Our entire publication of this material could be made 
8va::flable for a short term basio at your request. 
1 am sure you are acquainted "'1th the Gallup poll studies conducted for 4-H on 
a national basis. Those materials should be .?1vailable from SEA/Extension. 
Best vishes to you on your graduate program, I am 
Your Friend in Service. 
'-W~/f.;__. ! (lr,[,.._'f:::. 
William E. Caldwell 
As81stant Director 
4-fl Youth Development 
llEC:8s 
enclofmres 
£ >:1'ENSl0"l WORI(. IN .. AGRICULTURE. H()Mf fCONOMICS ANO St•BJECTS RELATING THERETO." 
THE COOP( R•\ t JVf. E XTENS10N SE RVIC~ IN.S TllU Tl Of AGRIC:Vl 1 URE AND NATURAt. flESOURCES. 
UN1\1£R$1 TV OF NE El RASKA l INCOl.N. COOPE RA 11 r~(, Wl 1 H 1 HE COUN 1 l(S AND THE u_ s OEPAHTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
The Um\leo s1ty o1 Nehraska· lmcoln The Universitv of Ncbi"a~ka Ml'dica! Center Th~ Unilfersi1y of Nebraska at Om;ih.ot 
65 
List belo~ anv information re~arding the public avarenc~a and/or !~age 
of 4-H (not~.: !nclwde journal articles, local survt*'ys. informal studi~s. 
thesis topic• pr doctoral diosert8t!on•l• 
);AHE 
1J.lid.~.r'>.,!_._y,;,_ __ ('j_!J{_LfJ.Lli:<:~~~~__{j/.:_~_yfu_. ---
'f -/f ;?'V1~~-~~~.._,j___.~~~~~~~~~ 
R~turn to: 
K•vln R. Hackett 
ExtPnsion A~ent, 4-H 
9j0 North Portl3nd 






Mr. Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Aaent, 4-H 
930 North P;rtland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Dear Kevin: 
P.O. BOX 231, NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J 08903 
March 12, 1981 
I apologize for my ~elay in replying to your request of 
February 20. 
Enclosed is a list of studies which were included as a bibliog-
raphy from a thesis written by Marilyn Mozenter, 4-H Agent, RD 11, 
Millville, N.J. 08332. Her thesis: "An Image Study of the 4-H 
Youth Development Program l..mong the Adult Residents of Cumberland 
County, N .J." is available from our off ice. If you wish to see 
it, please let us know. 





Brevoort C. Conover 
Chairman 
Department of 4-B Youth Development 
(0l)P(-¢l.A"'l"<G A(.(tVtiS ql"T(,(.qs - T'1f S:Jo'"f U'~!VP~r.,•'l''Y '.I~ OEPlll.l"\l ... (11:~ ('; ..,c;.P1CUL ~Pt ~~l:; c,r~1UNT't' S~1Ai::tDS I'.)~ (H(1C,["" 
f.Fi.f €.HOLO~l:l.S UJt;~.A,!J{.."l"l p~ :~1-iA.MS .Ai:l_(; o~ ~t ~~iJ vi.·r~C'UT Rf(}.t..'1J r•_. SE "I!. I'!.,._::_~ CO'.OP :._JJ:l """nVNAt. OR1G•N TH£ l.C,•)PlA,i..lfVF 
E.).HN~l;,J'll SlFV•C!: IS .ll'lf bftJAl Qr>PCRT\JWTY [WPtOYEFt 
Lt1t below eny information re~ardlng the public awarenes• and/or t~a•e 
of 4-H (nbte: include jourr.al article&. local surveys, infot"!:lal studies, 
th~ais topics or doctoral dlssertationa). 
NA.'1£-"----·------~A~l'THO_"R ____________ ..:.P_:o.;lfllllSHf.R OF S0';rn: 
{j_ Awp .s 1~ /~ ___ (,)'-· _'.uJ_~c._:.<11.c__·~-'-'---=~=s,,_/ w._,__-""-"0'-'-1+.'--. _ 
~~~0-~-~~l~V1---·~~~~~-~~N~-~~~(~,_-_1S~.~)~~-
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, 01' 73107 
NAl-IE :J6h;-. ~Te.,,,,1..:., 
' 
ADDRESS I 0 rq Ei4 ~I r4feJ:... ffl L 
Le~~ 
68 
List bflow eny inform~tJon rt~arding the public BW6rcness and/or Jro~~~­
of. 4-H (note: include jourrial art iclos, local surveys, infon:ial atudies, 
theai• topic• or doctoral dissertations). 
AUTilOR PllBLl SHE~ OR SOl"'r<: 
CO~!tSTS:lt~~~~Y~J ri.y"'") &-~·&L, ,_ ·~ 0 I -T- =.J+---
U .t <\, () •1 · • r, t {) _fJ. _,o,. 
C!>'"\.. 1-tt. V({"'?a~.....L~::J.2:clh 1-.\..Y /\...,t.t,.Y:v\C..•,,-~~ 
~ I J I 
<L0 £ t Df .. -r"" t ~* ")''"'"><' m-. -..... L· &.~""''-'.er"'-~ 
n.: ~ ~ .. ll.~ .. ,_.C ru J:.~~ n J<l....L:,,__._ cm J,.; .T"'"":t_.:L.L;,.,, , 
~ f""+ , 
~~-.d. L,.~n,,,i,f ~ D;;.,,,;"'"~ 
o..,r ~,,. .J..rc.o..~ ......... _______________ _ 
:r'""" (\.~,.-...... °" ,J:_, 01.·ti-'-...~ 4- 4 
.li..c.jf ~ ,......,. }""" hJ ~ ~. 
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
EY-tt'ns'ion A~cnt, 4-11 
9JO North Portland 
Oklnhona City, OK 71107 
( 
Ll•t below any infornatlon ••gardlng the public aweren••• and/o• l~•~e 
of 4-R (nott": include journal artic:lesJ local surveys, :1.nfonnal s~udies, 
thesla topics or doct<'.ral dissertation•). 
NA!'rE-=---------- ALTHOR 
7Je 6-;. /I ""p };_JY.d...j_!';-_IJ., I), l_8_'-:'.."£"c~!.., __ !__£!'.:.::~_w,.~_/!,;j,,J_ • .5_J---





Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma Cit\" OK · 7Jl0i 
NA.'<E])u~M P, /ohole"l 
ADDRESS /OS" Er/<.__,,.; ,J' Ila// 
_QS k. ('._.,,.~ 111,, Oc '173.Jj_ 
70 
List below any information re~nrdlng the public a~areness ~nd/or ima~~ 
of l.-H (note: lncluCe journal articles, local surveys, informal stuc.!ie5, 
the•is topic• or doctoral dissertations). 
AtrTIIO_R __________ _ l't.rBLISHrn O:> sn::yr<: 
-¥'', • 1"01 ~__is._:r:;,.,.p.A.a.w_ __ _() _ __j__j) ''-'7 t...,l~' "-------~""°'""'"~-.o.df-.frr.­
~-~~fl.'°~'"".......i_:t--1:.£illl..'1-)____i:{' I} cl., , -14."J-Y!l'....!'-'-----
_ _ll.(n t.1 rJ 72 C;;;, [Is De ;t. ....... ;>~, 
co:N:::<Ts: 
Return to: 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extf'ns ion Agent. 4-11 
930 ~orth Portlnnd 
OklahC'na City, OK 73107 
NA.'IE '-t/] lf1 (, lw s ;::.,C"\..J.ri.· 
ADDRESS 105 At~ (i l ,. ,.~-1,,t;;. 
l&v..1,,;<..,,,17-f':..M_l{_f_JJ._li,Jc :/.. 
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College ol /\Qreultural Scerces 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Hr. Kevin R. Hackett 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Dear Kevin: 
4-H Departm<•nt 
232 P&AS Building 
April 3, 1981 
CLE? •. 1S:SON 
1..•Hl\;·'.-ITT 
My apologies for not responding sooner, but hopefully, the 
information I have will be of use to you. From your letter, l was not 
able to determine your tarRct audience(s) for yc,ur study. However, I 
have identif fed several sources ~hicl1 may be of value. 
l. From a theoretical context, the best source of in(omation is 
Kenneth Boulding. He has two books out; The Jmag". (1977) and 
!.c,£.<lvnami cs (19 7 8 I . 
2. Milbrath, Lester W., r_!l_~l'._a~~ington Lobbvists (1963). Starting 
around p. 180, Milbrath discusses corrrnunication and image theory 
as it pertains to congressment. 
3. Mullen, Cathy. S., Mas'!_rl_~_l1~set_~_!'_x_~"_rl_S.!.£~ A~en~s' Per~tions of 
the 4-H Ima~, Masters 1 Thesis, 1980. Cathy utilized what is kno.._.'TI 
as the semantic differential technique where respondents react to 
sets of antonyms. 
If I can be of any further nssistanc~ to you in your search, let 
m~ know. I promtse I'll r{'~pond ,,..ith more ;)lacrity. If you have 
everything you need, good luck with your writingf 
Sincerely, 
~~ 
_StephP.n R. Mullen 




CO()<>f,. .. T,'(( l ttf ... ,,0'-1~ 1N i1ot,1t1':\111uRE ••m .. ri.,i<: £::o"f0>.<":.,...-s1.r..;r 0'" 51.Xn'"ICA."Ol...NA. 
CL{ U!°'M )N 1•"'1~'! G<,>;~ "''i"Ll lt-ll LI~" l(L< $!A;~:> (A !'A'"'I Mf •;' C' •(.,RlCUl:IJP'E: CQ()f'\ l'\,a,lttfl.j 
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Scol>fly H•ll 
8100 .. 1ng~ Soult! 01".0la 57007 
Pn !6051 68~...C 16i' 
~ Cor.imun1catlon1 from; 
;x V. Joseon McAulilfe 
Program Leader 4.H/Youth -
vj;Jh4~ 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
U.S. DEPARTMENT Of AGRICULTURE 
The 4-ll/Youth Survey was conducted by State u-H Youth Specialists 
·and was d.i.rec~ed by "the State 4-H Policy Ar~visory co~rnittee. Tl"':e SU!'Vt'J' 
was coroplet~d August 1 79-January 'BO in 19 randomly selected counties from 
a sample of youth in grades 7-12 In the school system, The results of the 
youth pcrtion Of tLe survey a.re sci£"nti fic.3lly sound as \/'°rifled by the 
SDSU Statistician and Education and Sociology Depart:ments. >.dults were also 
sa:-npled btt not using A sdentif.ic rnetl1od. All we can say about the a~~lt 
population Js that some 1100 a~ults were ~sked tbe sa:ne qu~stions and their 
responses were tabulated. B"th 4-H and non 4-H ycuth and adults i.¥ere sur-
veyed •.. about 5000 youth and 1100 adults, most of whom were non 4-H. 
Whal does the survey tell u&? The survey asked questions relevant to 
ten life skil1 areas: 
Honey ~1.a.~arement 
Leadership and responsibility 
Skills d0aling with others 
Self 
Family Ski 11 s 
Practical skills in health and safety 
Communication of personal thoughts 
Leisure time 
Community 
Practical skills in care-er choice 
Questions l>Jere asked as to "How importan"t is this need (life skill) 
to Youth?: How well is 4-H meetbg. this need? (answered only by 4-H youth 
and adults); and Should a youth orga;,ization such as 4-H, Scouts, etc., be 
meeting this need? {answered only by non 4-H youth and adults). The responses 
were placed on a 1-9 scale by youth and further ranked in the analysis. 
The survey ranking by all youth in S. D. is listed in ranking order of 
th~ ten life skills listeJ previously. Key indicators will be the difference 
betwef!n the degree of in;;ortance of a particular life skill and the degree 
to which 4-H is mee~ing that need. The su.~vey told us that 4-H is doing a 
very good job in the area of leadership and resJionsibility and that ai·pears 
to be one of the 4-H progra~ strengths. 4-H is also doing a good job in the 
life skill areas of cor.:nunication of personal thoughts, leisure time, and 
several others. 
Life skill areas where there W,'.\S the !1,reatest difference in perceived 
need and 4-·H program re$ponse were: monP-y mlinagement, family skills, and skills 
dealing with others. This tells us that the life skill is ranked higher than 
the 4-H program is currently seen as meeting that need.. The responses of .?.11 
youth were generally similar to those who are currently 4-H members. 
How will the survey data be used? The 4-H Advisory Committee is presently 
analyzing the data and trying to set sorne youth-oriented goals based on the 
data. Those goals will give direction to the ~-H program the nexi: 5-10 years. 
A statewide ll-H Com..'Tiittee Conventicn met in February, 1981 and recorr .. -ri~nded 
South Dak-ota 4-H program direction based on the 4-H youth survey results. 
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Agricultural Extension Service 
Un1ver1i1y ol TennffMH!! !rottitul• of Agricullu1e 
Kevi~ R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Dear Kevin: 
March 4, 1981 
,._ 0 So.r. 107l 
k:nc.wvil~, 'hnri._.. J7S01 
Or. Foster has referred your letter of February 20, requesting 
information a11d research on certain topics, to me for IMndl ing. The 
attached list of research papers, thesis and what not are on Gepos1t 
with SEA/Extension USDA, :.iashington, D.C. You may contact the author 
or SEA/Extension. 
If I can be of further help, please let me know. 
?!?~-cW< 
011 ver F. Cook 
Assistant Professor, 4-H Club 
cc: George S. Foster 
llttachment 
OFC/ls 
T~ .t.grieutfural bun'oon S"rvice oHer• 111 progr11rn1 to all •l;gibl.- pe~ont t99•rQi.-s,s of r•c•. cOlof, 
nolil>OOll OtfQ>n. H•. or i'l1rit.11cap 11'..,d 1& an Ecu•I Opportunity Employer. 





WEST V"X:ROINXA. UNXVERSITY 
Mcwgel'l\owri, WY 2ee«I 
Dlvleion of 4-H Youth Development 
February 27, 1981 
Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent 4-li 
930 ~orth Portland 
Oklahoma City, OK 73107 
Dear Kevin; 
Your letter to Dr. R.epking_ \JR& referred to me. The follo'..Jing is a listing 
of research that I know about. All of thi6 material ie inthe S.E.A. - Ex-
tension U.S.D.A. Repository. Mashington. D.C. 
1. Bailey, Joanna Mullican - Parentl!.l feeljnga Regarding Factors 
Influencing and Bene-fits D<'rived form 1,-H C}ub Perticipntion 
by Junior High & Senior Age Members, and Former Membf':ra of 
Grundy County, Tt·nnre8ee. 121 p. Knoxvill~, Univer•ity of Tenn. 
1980. 
Th•sio (!1.S. in Agr. Ext. Ed.) U. of Tenn. 
2. Hamilton, Shirley l'..1y - Factors Related to Membership Status of 
Ninth & Tenth Grade Girls in Greene County, Tenn. 92 p. Knox-
ville, University of Tenn. 1970. 
Thesis (M.S. in Agr. Ext.), U. of Tenn. 
3. Miller, Merl~ Eldon - Factors contributing most significantly to 
Increasing Enroll!!lent and Holding HcmbershJp in the Urban 1970 
Lavton, Oklahoma Pilot 1,-H Progrmu for Disadvantaged Youths. 37p. 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, State UniversUy 1971. 
. Thesis (M.S. in Rural Adult !c.) Oklahoma State U. 
4. Withrow, Kennith Dwayne - An Evaluation of the Im2ge of the 4-H 
Club in Franklin County, Georgia. 44 p. Athens, U. of Ga. 1972. 
Project report in ii.gr. Ext. 921 
5. John Sterling of the New York State 4-H Staff dil some wor~ along 
the line of Image perception in Washington D.C. 
I hope this information is helpful to you. 
GS/hr 
Since:rely, 
Glenn Snyder. F...xten~ion Specialist 
Prour1m•1.,da:t""'''~ o''••ed bv tt-4 Wf'tt V1r;ir,;• Uo1w•1ity C~rl\IVT E111•n1ion 
Se•~•c• ar• sv11tabl• to 1H peor'loonl ..,11hout fsprd co r1e•. color, or l'llt•on•l origin. 
Enclosure 
WMt V 11 g1nia Um~l•"V, U.S. 0-.uvtm.nl of Agdcultuf'9, .,-wj w_.., Virginia Counties CoQJMl'U1n0-
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• • • -_/ COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PROGRAMS 
~ UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-EXTENSION 
.:ne U.JWEl t. t-1ALl eTO l.l.N\,OON S1HEEi MADISON, ~dSCONSIN 5..1700 ~2-1221 AREA. CODE eoe 
$ •-H YOUTH OEVELOPME'IT PROGRAMS 
Mr. Kevin R. Hackett 
Extension Agent, 4-H 
930 North Portl•nd 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73107 
Dear Mr. Hackett: 
11..rch 31, l981 
1 am sorry •bout the delay in answering your letter relative to a 
study or research related to th~ Awareness of 4-H. I have checked 
with .a member of oul'" staff who has responeLbility for this 11.rea and 
•lso with a membe~ of the Journalism staff and we have come up with 
no formalized study. Th.e one l am sure you are aware of was the 




J. Mitchell l'.ackey 
Statewide Program Chairlll.lln 
4-H Youth Development 
UNIVERSITY OF' WISCONSIN e .UNITED Si ATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE e WISCONSIN COUNTIES COOPERATING 
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Li.st b~low any infor~ation reparding the public aw~reness end/or image 
of ,_H {not~: includ~ journal articles. local surveys, informal 5tudiea, 
thesis topics or doctoral dis~ertations). 




Kevin R. Hackett 
Ex tens ion A~ent, 4-!l 
930 ~orth Portland 
Oklahoma Cit\", 01: 73107 
L ;'\ (, A r" I i; I'.'\, \> 
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Hello, my name is and I am with the Canadian 
County Extension Center. May we have a few minutes of your time 
to ask you a few questions about 4-H? 
--- Yes No -- Thank you, Good-bye 




--- Yes No -- Move to question #'( 
Since you are aware of 4-H do you feel you know 
someth~, very little or _n_o_t_h_i_n~g.__a_b_o_u_t~4_.-_r_I? 
a great deal, 
Great Deal Very Little ---
___ Something ---Nothing 
How long have you been aware of the 4-H program -
___ 11 - 15 years 
16 - 20 years 
___ Less than 1 year 
1 to 5 years --- 6 to 10 years ---
---
--- Over 20 years 
How did you first hear about 4-H? 
respondent needs help) 
(Do not read list unless 
Radio Friends Other (Specify) --- ---
--- Newspaper Television ---
Schools At Public Events --- ---
5. Different youth organizations offer different programs. When4-H 
is mentioned, do you most often think of youth ..• 
From towns and cities? --- From farms and rural areas? or --- Both ---
6. Where do you get most of your information about what 4-H is doing 
now? (Do not read list unless respondent needs help) 
--- Radio Friends (members) Other (Specify) 
--- Newspaper Television Schools At Public Events 
7. Have you ever heard of a 4-H Project Club. A club where 4-Hers 
with the same or similar interests meet together. For example a 
horse club, a horticulture club, or a wildlife club? 
Yes No 
8. Have you ever heard of a 4-H School or Community Club? One in 
which memberc: may be enrolled in a variety of different projects, 
but they usually have in common a school, corrmmni ty, or neighbor-
hood? 
Yes No --- ---
9. Have you ever heard of a 4-H School Enrichment Program - a program 
offered to teachers to use in their classroom to supplement the 
school curriculum? Some examples of popular programs are Chick 
Embryo, Plant Science, Bee Science, Meteorology, Environmental 
Awareness and County Government? 
Yes No ---
80 
10. Where is the County 4-H headquarters located? (El Reno Fairgrourcds) 
Correct Incorrect or do not know ---
11. Have you ever been involved in 4-H yourself as a member? 
Yes No ---
12. Has any member of your immediate family ever been involved in 1+-H 
as a member? 
Yes No ---















Now I would like to ask you some questions about you. This infor-
mation will be kept strictly confidential. (Stress importance if 
questioned) . 
How long have you lived in Canadian County? 
Less than one year 11 - 15 years 
1 - 5 years 16 - 20 years 
6 - 10 years Over 20 years 
What year were you born? 
18-24 1958-64 45-54 1928-37 
25-34 1948-57 55-64 1918-1927 
35-44 1938-47 65 and older 1917 and Before 
17. With which racial/ethnic group do you belong? 
White Asian or Pacific Islander ---
Black Hispanic --- Americe,n Indian Other --- -----------
18. What is the highest level of school you have completed? 
8th grade or less ---
9th -· 12th grade ---
--- 1-2 years of post high school training 
--- 3-4 years of post high school training 
--- More than 4 years of post high school training 
19. What is your sex? (Don't ask if you can tell) 
Female Male ---
Thank you for your time. This information will be a benefit to our 
study. Thanks again. Good-bye. 
8J 
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Kevin Ralph Hackett 
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Thesis: THE PERCEIVED AWARENESS OF 4...:H YOUTH PROGRAMS BY THE ADULT 
POPULATION OF CANADIAN COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
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